Macdonald's Theorem says that if an identity in three variables x, y, z which is linear in z holds for all special Jordan algebras, it holds for all Jordan algebras. We show this is equivalent to saying the universal quadratic envelopê^i ?(3ί {2) ) of the free Jordan algebra S (2) on two generators x, y is canonically isomorphic to the universal compound linear envelope ^r<g'g 3 '(3 (2) ). We generalize Macdonald's Theorem from the case of linear Jordan algebras over a field of characteristic Φ2 to quadratic Jordan algebras over an arbitrary ring of scalars, at the same time improving on the results in the linear case by presenting ^^gf (3 (2) ) in terms of a finite number of generators and relations. Similarly we generalize Macdonald's Theorem with Inverses concerning identities in %, 8" 1 * V, V~\ z > Finally, we prove Shirshov's Theorem that 3 (2) is special.
PART !• MACDONALD'S THEOREM.
1* Free algebras and free products* Throughout this paper Φ will denote a fixed ring of scalars ( = unital commutative, associative ring), and "linear space", "linear map", etc. will always mean linear with respect to Φ.
Recall [4, p. 000 ] that a unίtal quadratic algebra £} = (36, U, 1) is a linear space X together with a quadratic mapping x -> U(x) = U x of X into Hom φ (X, X) and a unit element 1 e X satisfying UyX = x and {x 1 y} = {x y 1} for all x, y (where, as usual, {x y z} = U x , 2 
y = {U x+Z -U x -U z }y is trilinear). A homomorphism φ:£ι->O is a linear map satisfying φ(l) = ϊ φ(U xV ) = U ψ{x) φ{y) .
An ideal is a subspace 3t c Q such that U m £ι c 31, U^JR c 3t, {3ΪOQ} c3ΐ.
Given any set X we can construct a free unital quadratic algebrâ & (X) on X with an imbedding i\X->^~&{X) having the following universal property: any (set-theoretic) map<£>: X->£l of X into a unital quadratic algebra Q extends uniquely to a homomorphism φ: ^(^(X)- >O, i.e., φ = φo%. The construction goes as follows [1, p. 116] . We recursively define monomials in the elements of X, starting with the empty monomial 1 of degree 0 and the monomials a elof degree 1, and using monomials m, n, p of degrees i, j, k to form new monomials (m; n) of degree 2ί + j and (m, n; p) = (w, m; p) of degree i + j + j fe; we identify (1; m) with m, (m, n; 1) with (m, 1; ri), = ^~έ?{X)l& and the map i: X^^^^(X) constitute a /rβe unital quadratic Jordan algebra on X in the sense that they satisfy the universal property that any map^:X->$ of X into a unital quadratic Jordan algebra factors uniquely through a homomorphism φ,ψo% -ψ.
Henceforth we will concern ourselves only with unital quadratic Jordan algebras, so we refer to them simply as Jordan algebras. As usual, any Jordan algebra is a homomorphic image (or quotient) of a free one. Also, if XaY then the canonical homomorphisms extending φ: X-^^^^ (Y) and (1)
^&^(X)<z^r&^(Y) if XczY.
The free composition [1, p. 113] of Jordan algebras $&, ^2 is a Jordan algebra $!*$ 2 together with homomorphisms <p t : 3>i-•3»i*3f 2 suc h that any pair of homomorphisms ψy. ^ -• $5 into a Jordan algebra £5 factors uniquely through a homomorphism Ψ*: $!*;&--> $ (i.e., ψoφ i =z Ψi). The free composition always exists; if % = ^^^(X^/Bi for -Xi, X 2 disjoint sets then 3f L *3f 2 = .^^^(XxUXa)/^ for 2 the ideal generated by $ x and ^2. In particular, note that if X, Y are disjoint
We We refer to [4] for the basic results about representations, multiplication algebras, and quadratic envelopes. We begin with a preliminary result. PROPOSITION 
.^ This works if it is well defined, and The free special Jordan algebra ^S^^(X) on a set X is easier to construct: it is the (Jordan) subalgebra generated by the elements x G X of the free associative algebra ^J^(X) on X. It has the universal property that any map φ: X-> $ s of X into a special Jordan algebra $ s extends uniquely to a Jordan homomorphism φ: J^S^^iX) -> 3f β . If we denote the free special Jordan algebra on w generators by $^, and similarly for the free associative algebra is isomorphic to the (associative) . multiplication algebra ^{% {n~l) \ W n) ) = Lgc-ui^c-i) under α <g) 6 -> L α i? 6 * (*the reversal involution on Sί**-^), and the subalgebra generated by all L X R X = ZZ, for a? = α;* in ^i ?ι~1) is just the (Jordan) multiplication algebra ^(^-υ |2ί (w)+ ). is zero) then it holds in all Jordan algebras (it is zero in Q {n) ). This is the most practical form of Macdonald's result. Since identities are harder to prove in the case of quadratic Jordan algebras than for linear Jordan algebras, an algorithm like this is a great laborsaving device.
The multiplication algebra ^t?
on $ (w> is generated by the transformations I, V 9 . 9 U x ., U x . tXj for 1 ^ ΐ, j ^ n by [4, p. 000] . By Proposition 1 the epimorphism v
sending Γ-> Γ(αj Λ ). This is surjective by the definition of $ {n) as the space spanned by all Jordan products of x 19 , x n which are linear in x n , and it is injective since if T(x n ) = 0 then T(x) -0 for any x in ^n ) by the usual argument (there is an endomorphism φ of $ {n) fixing x i for 1 <. i <, n -1 but sending x n to a;, so 0 = φ(T(x n )) = T(φ(x n )) = Tα), and T = 0 as a transformation. We have a similar bijection 2; s : ^Γ(^%~υ |3fi n) ) ~> Si w) , and since 2: s o^^(); {w) ) = v (w) o2; we see (II) is equivalent to (III) ^?{v
) is an isomorphism. This formulation is due to N. Jacobson [2, p. 47] .
We have already seen (in the corollary to Theorem 1 and in Theorem 2) that ι^($ (Λ "" 1> l3ί (n) , and since [4, p. 000] for an arbitrary algebra ^9fgf ($) is the subalgebra of ^^f&Q) ® ^^f&Q) generated by all l(x)®l(x) for I: $-->^S^gf($) the universal linear specialization, we see ^ίfgf (S^) -^^^Q^).
Thus ( Macdonald's Theorem says that these (equivalent) conditions hold for n ^ 3 (an example due to Glennie [2, p. 51] shows they fail for n ;> 4). We choose the formulations I and II as the most convenient in practice.
MACDONALD'S THEOREM (Practical Form). If an identity in the variables x, y, z is linear in z and holds in all special quadratic
Jordan algebras then it holds in all quadratic Jordan algebras. 1 Next we turn to the problem of finding a presentation of <^pg 7 ($ (2) ) by generators and relations. Let g denote the free associative algebra on the five generators α, 6, c, d, e. We have a homomorphism -^>u(x, y) . Since 1, v(x) f u(x), v(y), u(y), u(x, y) generate ^^ίf (3f (2) ) if 1, x, y generate $ (2) [4, p. 000] we see this is an epimorphism.
As special cases or linearizations of the axiom UQS III tions among the generators of
Here
These correspond to the following relations among the generators:
If ^ denotes the ideal in % generated by the relations Rl-6 (i.e., by the elements ab -δα, ae Λ-cb ~ ea -be, etc.) then we have an induced epimorphism Our proof of Macdonald's Theorem will have as a consequence the fact that σ is an isomorphism. Thus σ affords a presentation of %S&& (Zs {2) ) by means of a finite number of generators and relations.
PRESENTATION THEOREM.
The universal unital quadratic envelope ^&^ (Ss {2) ) of the free unital quadratic Jordan algebra $ (2) on two generators x, y is given abstractly by the six generators 688 ROBERT E. LEW AND AND KEVIN McCRIMMON 1, v(x), u(x), v(y), u(y), u(x, y) and the six pairs of relations (3. i-vi) .
That these relations are enough to characterize the quadratic envelope again indicates the importance of the axiom UQJ III for Jordan algebras.
3* The crucial lemma* The following lemma is crucial to our proof (and also the proofs using an infinite number of generators and relations [2] , [3] , [5] ). By abuse of notation we continue to denote the images of α, 6, c, d, e in the quotient %/B by the same symbols.
c i+j e k>i + Ciβfc^+y = di^ αfc + 2e fe , 2ί+i .
Proof. The first step is to define the e^ . We can use the recursion relations e 0>0 -2 e u0 -a e Otl = c β lfl = e βi+a^ = αe i+lfi -6e <fi = e ί+ i fJ α -e itS b e i>j+2 =.ce itj+1 -de itS = β ίf y +1 c -β^yd as long as these are consistent; that is, before we can define e i>5 by the above we must know
and their duals (obtained by replacing α, 6, c, d, e htl with c, d, a, 6, e lifc ). We induct on i + j, assuming e isi , is given by the common value of (a) and (b) for i' + j f < i + j. Then (6) follows immediately:
From this we see that for i, j }> 2 the validity of (a) and its dual for a given (i,j) implies its validity for (j,i). In particular, we need only consider (a) for i ^ j.
In (a), if i }> 4 we have by induction. Thus only the cases 2^i^3, 0 ^ j ^i remain. We can easily dispose of the case j = 0 since the recursion relation shows e iy0 is a polynomial in the commuting variables a and & (using Rl). When j -1 the relation for i -2 becomes ae -δc = ea -cb (since 0o,i = c, e ltl -e), which is just R2, while for i = 3 it becomes a{ea -cb} -be -{ae -bc}a -eb (since e 2}1 = ae -be = ea -cδ), which follows from R3 after cancelling aea from both sides. This leaves the three cases 2 ^ j fg i ^ 3.
The case i = i = 2 is a{ce -dα} -6{c 2 -2d} = {βc -αcί}α -{c 2 -2d}6 since e 0}2 -c 2 -2d; cancelling -ada and subtracting β 2 from both sides results in R4.
The case i -3, j = 2 is α{e 1)2 α -e 0>2 b} -6{ce -da) -{ae U2 -δe o , 2 }α -{ec -αd}6; upon cancelling ae u2 a from both sides this becomes R5.
The case i = j = 3 is α{e 1)3 α -e o ,3&} -be lt3 = {αe 1>3 -6^0,3}^ -βiA which becomes R6 upon cancelling ae l)Z a from both sides since e 0>z = c 3 -3cd and e 1>3 = ce ί>2 -de uι = β 1)2 c -β lfl c2. Once we have defined the e iyj we set
The relations (i), (ii) are immediate consequences of our definitions (and the axiom that a commutes with 6, c commutes with d), as are the cases i = 0,1 of (iii). If (iii) holds for a given i ^ 1 (and all j y k) it holds for i + 1 since 
3,k (by definition)
and similarly for the other parts of (iii). For (iv) we again induct on i + j, and we can assume i, j ^ 1 since the result holds trivially for i = 0 or i = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma.
4* Proof of the theorems* The proof now proceeds along the lines of the proof in [5] . We have surjective homomorphisms σ:g|$->^^gf(3 (2) ) and v: ^^?gf (3 (2) ) -^<gfgf (3 (2) )> and a linear mapping r: ^ίf if (3 (2) )->3i 3) by T->T{z) (writing x,y,z in place of x 19 x 2 , x 3 ). If // = royoflr is injective so is each of the factors (since σ, v are surjective); then σ is bijective, proving the Presentation Theorem, and v is bijective, proving Macdonald's Theorem. We prove μ is injective by exhibiting a spanning set f(p), f(p, q) (p Φ q monomials in Sί (2) ) for %/& whose image under μ is independent in 3s 3) (hence both sets are bases, and μ takes one basis onto the other),
It is clear that these latter are independent in 5ί (3) , and are *-symmetric (* the reversal involution in Sί (3) ); if (5) holds then the f»(p)f fs(p, q) will actually be Jordan elements and thus a basis for 3s 3) . Thus we need only choose pre-images f(p), f(p,q) of f 8 {p), f s (P> q) in such a way that they span g/Λ; therefore it is enough if they contain 
(Note that the right sides of (7) may involve terms of the form f(p> p)t which are not a priori spanned by the f(p) and f(p, q) for p Φ q; this is why we need (6)). We define f(p), f(p, q) inductively as follows. We divide the collection of monomials p in 2I (2) into sets X n , Y n depending on their height n and whether they begin with an x or a y:
For the f(p, q) we set
on Y n+1 x F w+1 , while on X n+ί x Γ m+1 we set 2) we see that at each step we have (6), and we easily verify that at each stage we also have (5) (so the f(p), f(p, q) are indeed preimages of the f β (p), f 9 (p, q)). All that remains is to verify (07) and (7).
If we can establish 
then (07) and (7) if X and Z are disjoint (as in (2)), so as a second corollary to Theorem 1 we have is 2I (?ι/m) These conditions fail for n ^ 4, but for n -3 we have
MACDONALD'S THEOREM WITH INVERSES. If an identity in the variables x, x~\ y, y~\ z which is linear in z holds for all unital special Jordan algebras, it holds for all unital quadratic Jordan algebras.
We now turn to the problem of finding generators and relations for ^^if ($ (2/2 ). The first result about generators is PROPOSITION 
If & is a unital quadratic Jordan algebra and 5 a subalgebra generated by the elements of a unital subset X and the inverses of the elements Yd X then the multiplication algebra ^ί(^s\$ΐ) is generated by the transformations U x , U XfZ for x, z in X and the inverses U~ι for y in Y.
Proof. Since $ is generated by IU Y~ι the general result [4, p. 000] says ^f ($|$) is generated by the U z , U ZiW for z, w in XU Y~ι. That the U y -i fZ -i and U Xty -i are superfluous follows from the following relations: PROPOSITION 
If y and z are invertible elements of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra then (9)
U,-i=U?
Proof. We have already seen (9). For (10) we cancel U y from the left and right of U y V x , y = V y , x U y = U u{y)x>y (by UQJ III) = EW,*(*ϊ*-i= U y U x>y -iU y (by EΓQJ II). We obtain (11) by setting x = 1 in (10), and (12) by replacing j/ by T/" 1 in (10) (or by using (10), (11), and the definition of V y -i, x ). From these we derive (13) by Ur-i.,-1 = U y^Vy>z~i (by (10) 
->v(x),b-+u(x),c-+v(y),d~-*u(y), e->u(x, y), b~ι->u{χ-1 ), d~ι-+u{y-1 ).
The Proposition 2 guarantees that this map is surjective. We claim that its kernel 5£' is generated by the same relations (R1)-(R6) as in the inverse-less case, together with the additional relations (R7) δίr
The universal unίtal quadratic envelope %S<£?&(!{s {2l2) ) of the free unital quadratic Jordan algebra on two generators x, y and their inverses x~\ y~γ is given abstractly by the eight generators 1, v(x) f u(x), v(y), u(y), u(x, y), u{x~ι), u(y~γ) and the eight pairs of relations
At this point we merely want to prove that R1-R8 imply the analogues of R1-R6 where one or both of x, y is replaced by x~\ y~u. ' = e"a' + b'c, e'e'" + ad' = e'"c' + 
where (as in (9)- (13)) we set 
(These definitions are consistent by Rl, R7; by R3; and by R8). Note this implies
Since a',b r , c r , d', e' f e", e r " are symmetric under the reversal involution in g, these formulas merely amount to saying that the left sides are symmetric under reversal. Thus in establishing them we consider only the left sides, and show that in each case these are indeed symmetric. Furthermore, by symmetry in x and y it is enough to check the first of each pair of relations. Finally, an element S will be symmetric if bSb (or bdSdb) is, so it suffices if S becomes symmetric upon multiplication on the right and left by b (or on the right by db and on the left by bd).
The relations R1-R6 are hypotheses, and the relation Rl' follows from Rl via R7.
The left side of the first of each pair of relations R2'-R6' becomes symmetric upon multiplying on the left by db and on the right by bd. Thus for R2'
which is symmetric by Rl and R5. For R3\
is symmetric by R3. R4' is a little harder; we will find it convenient to drop out symmetric terms as they appear rather than carry them along at each stage. We have
+ {dae + ed -cad}d' 2 cad (by R5.R3) (positive or negative) i. From these (i) and (ii) follow immediately (using the commutativity Rl). Our next step is to get the intrinsic formulas (iv) for the e itί involving negative indices rather than merely recursion formulas. It will suffice to prove the second relation, for the third follows similarly, and the second and third together imply the first. (Note that because a { = e itQ , c t = e 0>i we have fi+2, 3 = af*+i, g i+ 2, jb for i ^> 0, and similarly for /_;_ 2 ,i and #_i_ 2 ,; using α', V in place of α, b, while fi,j+2 = fij+ιC -fijdy g i>j+2 = cg it j +ί -dg itj for j ^> 0, and similarly for /i,_y_ 2 and &,_j_ 2 using c', <Z' in place of c, d. These are similar to the relations defining the e ifj , except for a lack of symmetry). We induct on \i\ + \j\. The result is true by definition if 0 ^ \ί\, \j\ ^ 1, and using induction e*+2,
if i ^ 0, similarly for e^z.-i if ί ^ 0 using α', 6' in place of α, 6, while ,j+i<e -fi,jd}d_j-2 (commutativity) and similarly for e if^j+i if j ^ 0 using c, cί in place of c', d'. This completes the induction on i and j. Now we turn to (iii). By symmetry it suffices to prove only the first of the four equalities. We know if i, j, k ^ 0 and ί^ kby the inverse-less case. If i < &, say k = i + I for Z > 0, then α»+iβi,i = β 2ί+Z)i + biases -biβu (4.iv, iίi) = e 2i+u + bibfi-Ju (by (4' .ii)) = ^ί+z,i + b ί+ι e_ u (by (4'.iv) ) .
This establishes the result for i, i, A ^ 0. Since a { = e ίι0 it also implies 3/2) where p, q are now monomials in 2I (2/2) . We define the inverse images f(p), f(p, q) recursively by (0D.0-0D.5), (D.0-D.5) as before (but now the exponents i,j may be positive or negative). The derivation of (6), (07), (7) from (08) and (8) follows from the charts as before. The proof of (08) carries over verbatim to the case of inverses since the relations (4.i-iii) for positive ί, j, k carry over to the relations (4'.i-iii) for positive and negative i, j, k. The proof of (8) (p) and (via the isomorphism ^^^Q {2) )â ny multiplication in ^gF^ffi™) involving p will be zero, and in a unital linear algebra L p = 0 implies p = 0. In the quadratic case we have no operator L p , but we can conclude U p = V p = U p>q = for any q; thus p = 0 if $ (2) has no extreme radical [4, p. 000] , for example if i e Φ. In general it is an open question whether free algebras j^&^iX) have zero extreme radical for arbitrary Φ (it is conjectured that they in fact have no zero divisors, and even are imbeddable in division algebras). Therefore there seems to be no way at present of obtaining Shirshov's Theorem directly from Macdonald's Theorem.
We know [4, p. 000 ] that $ (2) , being generated by x and y, equalŝ tl + ^x + Λίy for ^ = ^fQ {2) ) the multiplication algebra of 3 (2) . If U is the natural surjection %f& < &®™) -> ^(3 (2) ) extending the regular representation U of 8 (2) (3 (2) ) by our proof of Macdonald's Theorem. Thus $ (2) is spanned by the As we have seen, the lemma was all we needed to establish SHIRSHOV'S THEOREM. The free unίtal quadratic Jordan algebra $ (2) on two generators is special.
It also allows us to reformulate Macdonald's Theorem in a more conceptual way. Recall [4, p. 000 ] that a Jordan algebra is strongly special if it and all its quadratic representations are special. In view of version V of Macdonald's Theorem we have the following result, which implies both Shirshov's and Macdonald's Theorems.
MACDONALD'S THEOREM (Conceptual form). The free unital quadratic Jordan algebra $ (2) on two generators is strongly special.
Similar arguments can be used to prove $ (2/1) and $ (2/2) are strongly special, and in particular we have a Shirshov's Theorem with Inverses.
For quadratic Jordan algebras in general there is no analogue of the Shirshov-Cohn Theorem which states that an arbitrary linear Jordan algebra with two generators is special. Indeed, there is a standard example of a quadratic Jordan algebra with one generator z which is not special since z 2 -0 but z 3 Φ 0.
